
 

TEC Summer Math Lab/Session 1 - 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM 

Detailed Description  
Overview: 
Math lab is a series of 8 in-person meetings (students wearing masks and/or seated 6 feet 
apart), appropriate for grades 1 - 2. The goals are for youth to strengthen and attain Math skills 
to combat summer learning loss; apply the Math they learn to collect data on the cars running 
our stop signs; learn how our local government works so that they present their findings and 
influence change on our street; and be self-advocates by designing signs on our street to alert 
drivers to be safer. I will include games, music and movement to enrich our activity. Each 
session will involve a short physical warm-up exercise, a shortened version of a formal math 
lesson, data collection, a civic engagement activity, and end with a reflection (written/verbal) on 
the activities for our day. The focus areas and outlines for each day are as follows:  
 

Day 1 
Both 
Civic Engagement - My full 
name and address  
 
Grade 1 
Project - Count the number 
of cars that pass us; Color in 
the number of cars that stop 
at the sign 
 
Grade 2 
Project- Count the number of 
cars that pass us; Write the 
fraction of cars that stop at 
the sign 
 
Both 
Writing/Reflect- What I did 
today; In each set, are the 
numbers of cars the same or 
different? 

Day 2 
Both 
Civic Engagement - My 
grown up(s)’ phone 
number(s) 
 
Grade 1 
Skill Focus - 5-groups and 
number bonds  
 
Grade 2 
Skill Focus - Making 10 and 
adding to 10 
 
Both 
Writing/Reflecting - How 
does the way I counted today 
compare to the way I count in 
other places? 
 

Day 3 
Civic Engagement and 
Project - Sign-making with 
Visiting Artist(s) from BOOM 
Concepts 

Day 4 
Civic Engagement and 
Project - Sign-making with 
Visiting Artist(s) from BOOM 
Concepts 
 
 

Day 5 
Both 
Civic Engagement - My 
Family  
 
Project- Count the number of 
cars that pass us; Write the 
number bonds for each set. 
 
Writing/Reflect - Was my 
hypothesis correct? How do I 
know? 

Day 6 
Both 
Civic Engagement - My 
Block 
 
Grade 1 
Skill Focus - Embedded 
numbers in varied 
configurations. 
 
Grade 2 
Skill Focus - Making the next 
10 and adding a multiple of 
10 
 
Both 
Writing/Reflect - What did I 
learn about Block Clubs, 
today? How is our project 
related to Block Clubs? 

Day 7 
Both 
Civic Engagement - My 
Borough 
 
Grade 1 
Project - Bar Graphs 
 
Grade 2 
Project - Pie Charts 
 
Writing/Reflect - What did I 
learn about Borough Council, 
today? How is our project 
related to Borough Council? 

Day 8 
Both 
Civic Engagement - Who 
can help us solve our 
problem?  
Project - Students will 
present what they have 
learned by sharing their 
mathematical approach - 
stating their problem, data 
collection, mathematical 
displays, findings, and 
recommendations 
 
Writing/Reflect- Describe 
what Math Lab was for you. 
Finish the sentences: “I would 
come back if _______” 
What else would you like to 
share about Math Lab? 

 

 



 

Objective(s) and/or Standards: Students will be able to  

Math  

● write addition and/or subtraction sentences within totals or 10, 20 and 100; 
● reason with data (collection, analysis, display) 

Civic Engagement 

● write and recite important identifying information such as their full name, address, 
important telephone numbers and family members;  

● identify and give roles of various branches of their borough government 

Materials Needed: (please be specific!) 

Pencil, crayons/markers, mask, egg carton, remaining material and equipment provided by the 
Math Lab 

Warm Up/Introduction: (how you will begin the session and a time stamp) 

Greeting  (30 sec.) 
A volunteer group leader will yell, “Good morning/Great day/It’s an amazing day!” to the group. 
We respond with the same phrase and even higher energy. 
Then, the leader adds a movement to their greeting. 
The group responds with yet higher energy and the movement. 

Affirmation (30 sec.) 
I am a Mathematician. 
My approach to solving problems may be: 
- unique 
- unconventional, and 
- out of of the box. 
And my differences are celebrated in this space! 
I am a problem solver and a critical thinker. 
I am a Mathematician. 

Go Noodle activity (2 - 3 min.) 
Students will play along with the activity that plays on the computer screen. Because this is a 
small group, the screen should provide enough visibility, but a monitor may be required to 
project a clearer image. 

Song for the day (2 - 3 min.) 
During this time, students will go to their assigned seats. Materials will be passed out according 
to roles (Pencils - student 1, Notebooks - student 2, Colors - student 3, Tools - student 4). Seats 
and roles will rotate over the 8 days. 

 

Outline of Session or Activity: (An outline of each part of your activity or residency session, 
broken down into tasks/parts and time stamps...i.e. Part I: Tracing a Pattern: 5 mins) 
 
Day 1 



 

Warmup/Introduction (Total time: 5 min.) 
Greeting & Affirmation (1 min.) 
 

Go Noodle Activity (2 - 3 min.) 
Repeat the Beat w/ Young Dylan 
 
Song for the Day (1 - 2 min.) 
“I Smile” by Kirk Franklin 
 
Civic Engagement - My full name and address (15 min.) 

1) Each student’s notebook page will have their name and address neatly printed. They will 
copy their name address 3 times on that page.  

2) Students will practice saying their name and address out loud with their seat partner 
3) Students will come to the front of the group and recite their full name and address to the 

group 
example: My name is Diamond Jones. I live at 1500 Laketon Road, Wilkinsburg, 
Pennsylvania 15221. 
 or 
 My name is William Murray, and I live at 1604 Laketon Road, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 15221 

4) On the back of their notebook page, students will write their full name and address to the 
best of their ability by memory. 

 
Explanation of Groups (5 min.) 
We know that some of us are going to 1st grade and some of us are going to 2nd grade. That 
means some of the things we need to learn are different. That also means we will have different 
things to practice while we are at the Math Lab. While I am giving the 1st grade, their tasks for 
today, 2nd grade I need you to show them a good example of what it means to honor and 
respect their learning time by playing at medium sound in the yard. You may use the colored 
chalk, coloring pages, or catching mitts.  
 
When I say (high toned voice), “Jump!” you jump as high as you can. 
When I say (low toned voice), “Down low,” you crouch as low as you can. 
When I say (neutral voice), “It’s time to go,” you come back to your seats to get instruction for 
your next task. 
 
*We will do a practice run and these will also happen at random moments throughout the 
activities today. 
 
Grade 1 [Receives instruction while Grade 2 takes their 5 min. break] 
Project - Count the number of cars that pass us; Color in the number of cars that stop at the 
sign (Total time: 25 min.) 
Using Counting Cars worksheet - Grade 1 (20 min.) 

1) I will tell the students what time it is and that we are beginning our data collection. They 
will write the time at the top of their page. 

2) Seated from the porch, students will observe that a car is approaching the stop sign and 
write the number of the car’s order in the box. For example, the first car is number 1, the 
second car is number 2, and the third car is number 3.  

3) They will note whether it stops by coloring in the car with the same color crayon as the 
car. 

https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/young-dylan-dance-along?s=Discover&t=Wo6/29/20-FP-Themed-Dance&sid=1800&x=3&y=2&mft=visual%20row
https://open.spotify.com/track/0UQDSP8cz6WmLJckO5jqUQ?si=6vIL4DV1Sa-6DRl_TTxJ6A
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eHfDA8nXAijRhUEy_9AeTc8Qsu4n2W6maFTrfS5Oe4A/edit?usp=sharing


 

4) When students reach the number 5, they will start at 1 in the next set of cars. 
5) Once we have completed the sheet, or 10 minutes have passed (whichever 

comes first), we will write the total number of cars stopped for each set of 5. 
6) If all 5 sets are complete, we will move on to our Project Summary. If there are empty 

sets, we will continue with our data collection. We will discuss why it is important to have 
a full data set. 

Project Summary (5 min.) 

I will hold up a student data sheet and ask students to state how many cars stopped in each 
set. I will ask them if those numbers are equal or unequal. We will define equal and unequal. 

T: What does it mean for numbers to be equal? 

S: The amounts are the same. 

T. What does it mean for numbers to be unequal? 

S. The amounts are not the same. 
 
Grade 2  
Project- Count the number of cars that pass us; Write the fraction of cars that stop at the sign 
Using Count Cars worksheet - Grade 2 (20 min.) 

1) I will tell the students what time it is and that we are beginning our data collection. They 
will write the time at the top of their page. 

2) Seated from the porch, students will observe that a car is approaching the stop sign and 
write the number of the car’s order in the box. For example, the first car is number 1, the 
second car is number 2, and the third car is number 3.  

3) They will note whether it stops by coloring in the car with the same color pencil as the 
car. 

4) When students reach the number 10, they will start at 1 in the next set of cars. 
5) Once we have completed the sheet, or 10 minutes have passed (whichever comes first), 

we will write the total number of cars stopped for each set of 10 as a fraction out of 10. 
6) If all 5 sets are complete, we will move on to our Project Summary. If there are empty 

sets, we will continue with our data collection. We will discuss why it is important to have 
a full data set. 

Project Summary (5 min.)  [While Grade 1 takes their 5 min. break] 

I will hold up a student data sheet and ask students to state the fraction of cars stopped in each 
set. I will ask them if those numbers are equal or unequal. We will define equal and unequal. 

T: What does it mean for fractions to be equal? 

S: The parts in the whole take up the same amount of the whole. 

T. What does it mean for numbers to be unequal? 

S. The parts in the whole do not take up the same amount of the whole. 
 

Reflection/Closing: (how you will finish the session and a time stamp) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11cjOQm5WWkioKWe-bRjs8xNcJlIaPEKuksIpFcPTgbM/edit?usp=sharing


 

Whip Share (2 - 5 min.) 

We will do what we call a Whip Share, where we stand facing each other and share based 
on a prompt. Today’s prompt is based on what we learned or practiced. We will say, “Today, 
I (students complete the sentence). Each day, I will record students’ reflections using Class 
Dojo and send to their parents. 

Dismissal (5 - 10 min. transition time) 

Students put away materials according to roles, receive their snack, and say goodbye/join in the 
morning greeting with the next group. Then, dismiss. 
 
Day 2 
Warmup/Introduction (Total time: 5 min.) 
Greeting & Affirmation (1 min.) 
 
Go Noodle Activity (2 - 3 min.) 
Super Crazy Eights w/ Mr. Catman 
 
Song for the Day (1 - 2 min.) 
"Good Day" by J. Moss 
 
Civic Engagement - My grown ups’ phone numbers (15 min.) 

1) Each student’s notebook page will have their grown ups’ phone number(s) neatly 
printed. They will copy their phone numbers 3 times on that page.  

2) Students will practice saying the phone numbers out loud with their seat partner 
3) Teacher will rotate to each group to hear each child recite their grown ups’ telephone 

number(s) 
4) Now we add the telephone recitation to the full name and address from the previous lab. 

example: My name is Diamond Jones. I live at 1500 Laketon Road, Wilkinsburg, 
Pennsylvania 15221. My telephone number is 412-555-9191 
 or 
 My name is William Murray, I live at 1604 Laketon Road, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 15221, and my phone number is 412-555-1981 

5) On the back of their notebook page, students will write their full name, address, and 
telephone number to the best of their ability by memory. 

 
Grade 1 
Skill Focus - 5-groups and number bonds  
Eureka Math Grade 1 -  Module 1 - Lesson 1  
 
Grade 2 
Skill Focus - Making 10 and adding to 10 
Eureka Math Grade 2 -  Module 1 - Lesson 1 

Reflection/Closing: (how you will finish the session and a time stamp) 

Popcorn Share (2 - 5 min.) 

We will do what we call a Popcorn Share, where we sit in our seats and share based on a 
prompt. Only when our name is called, we pop up in the air and respond to the prompt. 

https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/super-crazy-eights?s=Discover&t=Randomizer&x=1&y=3&mft=single%20activity
https://open.spotify.com/track/0UQDSP8cz6WmLJckO5jqUQ?si=6vIL4DV1Sa-6DRl_TTxJ6A
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GSYn_SrlsV8VbrPC8_IAhzWqoyHDaSN_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15M-DV2Up385i0iQ0UlmtjfhzSliSz7Ky/view?usp=sharing


 

Today’s prompt is: “Today when I counted, what I did was [the same/different] from how 
we learned to count in school. I call on [choose a lab partner]. Students will then be asked 
if they prefer the old way, the new way, or if they think both are okay. 

Dismissal (5 - 10 min. transition time) 

Students put away materials according to roles, receive their snack, and say goodbye/join in the 
morning greeting with the next group. Then, dismiss. 
 
Day 3 
Warmup/Introduction (Total time: 5 min.) 
Greeting & Affirmation (1 min.) 
 
Go Noodle Activity (2 - 3 min.) 
Play60 Endurance w/ Davon Godchaux 
 
Song for the Day (1 - 2 min.) 
“Young, Gifted and Black” by Aretha Franklin 
 
Civic Engagement - My Family (15 min.) 

Traditionally, when we talk about our family members, beyond our immediate family, we 
draw family trees. But, this practice has the potential to create a challenge for those who 
do not live in traditional or nuclear homes. So, we will explore a different model for 
describing and celebrating the people we call family. 

1) Students will follow the model I draw at the easel on their large paper at their seats.  
2) I will draw myself at the center of my page and draw a circle around me. I will draw 3 

symbols that represent who I am and what I like inside my circle. 
3) Now, I’ll draw the grown ups who have cared for me best. Maybe I live with them. Maybe 

I spend a lot of time with them. Maybe I call them Mama, Dad, Auntie, or their first name. 
They watch over me. 

4) I will draw these grown ups around me and I will put a special symbol next to each of 
them that reminds of what’s special about our relationship. I draw a circle around this 
group that is around me. 

5) Next, I’ll draw the grown ups who are also important to me, but I’m with them just a little 
less then my inner circle. 

6) We will continue to this third circle 
7) Students will share 1 person from each ring in their circle with their seat partner. 

 
 
Revisiting Break Protocol (5 min.) 
T: Remember we will have different things to practice while we are at the Math Lab. While I am 
giving the 1st grade, what might, 2nd grade be doing? 
 
S: Show a good example of what it means to honor and respect their learning time by playing at 
medium sound in the yard.  
 
T: That’s right. What can you use? 
 
S: We may use the colored chalk, coloring pages, or catching mitts. (I will try to add other 
activities) 

https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/endurance?s=Discover&t=Wo6/29/20-FP-4A-Featured%20on%20GoNoodle&sid=1799&x=2&y=1&mft=simple%20row
https://open.spotify.com/track/5dcm217docwRMX29EbAhxl?si=f6Uzr6DESIiJXU3WK2K76w


 

 
T: Let’s practice real quick before we get started on our project. 
When I say (high toned voice), “Jump!” you jump as high as you can. 

When I say (low toned voice), “Down low,” you crouch as low as you can. 
When I say (neutral voice), “It’s time to go,” you come back to your seats to get instruction for 
your next task. 
 
 
 
Grade 1 [Receives instruction while Grade 2 takes their 5 min. break] 
Project - (Total time: 30 min.) 
Using Counting Cars Worksheet 2 - Grade 1 (20 min.) 

Like we did on the first day, we will count the number of cars that pass us; We will also 
color in the number of cars that stop at the sign. I will explain to students how 
Mathematicians have to repeat steps if they want to get the best idea of how something 
works. In our case, we are adding more numbers to our collection to see if there are 
more stops than non-stops.  

T: What do you think will be the outcome? If you think stops will have the highest number, raise 
your hand high. This is your hypothesis. Write it below the time. 
 
T: If you think non-stops will have the highest number, raise your hand high. This is your 
hypothesis. Write it below the time. 
 
T: If you think there will be the same amount of stops and non-stops, raise your hand high. This 
is your hypothesis. Write it below the time. What other word do we use to describe the same 
amount? 
 
S: Equal. 
 
T: Yes! Another way of saying, “same amount,” is “equal.” 
 

1) I will tell the students what time it is and that we are beginning our data collection. They 
will write the time at the top of their page. 

2) Seated from the porch, students will observe that a car is approaching the stop sign and 
write the number of the car’s order in the box. For example, the first car is number 1, the 
second car is number 2, and the third car is number 3.  

3) They will note whether it stops by coloring in the car with the same color crayon as the 
car. 

4) When students reach the last car in the set (number 9), they will start over at 1 in the 
next set of cars. 

5) Once we have completed the sheet, or 10 minutes have passed (whichever comes first), 
we will write the total number of cars stopped for each set of 5. 

6) If all 5 sets are complete, we will move on to our Project Summary. If there are empty 
sets, we will continue with our data collection. We will discuss why it is important to have 
a full data set. 

 
[Take their 5 min. break while Grade 2 wraps up work] 
 
Grade 2  
Project - (Total time: 30 min.) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PBwQFDzB0W4iprHClx7CwCj4vhHRvKcGmUNEcRbxVMs/edit?usp=sharing


 

Using Count Cars worksheet 2 - Grade 2 (20 min.) 
7) I will tell the students what time it is and that we are beginning our data 

collection. They will write the time at the top of their page. 
8) Seated from the porch, students will observe that a car is approaching the stop sign and 

write the number of the car’s order in the box. For example, the first car is number 1, the 
second car is number 2, and the third car is number 3.  

9) They will note whether it stops by coloring in the car with the same color pencil as the 
car. 

10) When students reach the number 10, they will start at 1 in the next set of cars. 
11) Once we have completed the sheet, or 10 minutes have passed (whichever comes first), 

we will write the total number of cars stopped for each set of 10 as a fraction out of 10. 
12) If all 5 sets are complete, we will move on to our Skill Focus. If there are empty sets, we 

will continue with our data collection. We will discuss why it is important to have a full 
data set. 

Project Summary (15 min.) 

I will ask for a volunteer to state how many cars stopped in one of their sets. I will ask them 
how many cars did not stop in their set. The student will then be asked if there were more 
stops or more non-stops. Next I will ask the class, what the total number of cars in that set 
was. 

S: 9 (Grade 1) / 10 (Grade 2) 

T: So we have 4 stops plus 5 non-stops, which totals 9 passes. What number sentence 
represents this set? / 4 stops plus 6 non-stops, which totals 10 passes. What number 
sentence represents this set? 

S: 4 + 5 = 9 / 4 + 6 = 10 

This is repeated for the remaining sets as students work in pairs and I circulate to check for 
correctness. 

Reflection/Closing: (how you will finish the session and a time stamp) 

Think-Pair-Share (2 - 5 min.) 

We will do what we call a Think-Pair-Share, where we think about the question(s) by ourselves 
before teaming up with a partner to share our thoughts. Then, each pair shares with the 
larger group what ideas they discussed. Today’s question(s) are: “Were there more stops, 
more non-stops, or were they equal? Is this answer the same as your hypothesis? How do 
you know?” 

Dismissal (5 - 10 min. transition time) 

Students put away materials according to roles, receive their snack, and say goodbye/join in the 
morning greeting with the next group. Then, dismiss. 
 
Day 4 
Warmup/Introduction (Total time: 5 min.) 
Greeting & Affirmation (1 min.) 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tX4mMEqJXVjSMW7vDPt1Z9KNOqAFnSVVN1WQ8AHuJTE/edit?usp=sharing


 

Go Noodle Activity (2 - 3 min.) 
Own Your Power w/ Empower Tools 
 

Song for the Day (1 - 2 min.) 
"Mood 4 Eva" by Beyonce, Jay-Z, Childish Gambino 
 
Civic Engagement - Safety in My Village (20 min.) 

When we need help, who on our block can we go to? What are some things we know to 
do in order to say safe? 
Who do we know to stay away from? 
Today students have a serious conversation about who on our block is safe and who is 
not. We discuss the steps to take when we do not feel safe. We also discuss the 
behaviors we can practice to stay safe at home and when playing outside. 
General indoor safety 
Fire safety 
Traffic  
General outdoor safety 
We also challenge one another to name the streets that border our block. 

 
Grade 1 
Skill Focus - Embedded numbers in varied configurations. 
Eureka Math Grade 1 -  Module 1 - Lesson 2 
 
Grade 2 
Skill Focus - Making the next 10 and adding a multiple of 10 
Eureka Math Grade 2 -  Module 1 - Lesson 2 

Reflection/Closing: (how you will finish the session and a time stamp) 

Group Discussion (2 - 5 min.) 

We will have a traditional group discussion as students answer the questions: 

● What did I learn about Block Clubs today?  
● How is our project related to Block Clubs?  

Dismissal (5 - 10 min. transition time) 

Students put away materials according to roles, receive their snack, and say goodbye/join in the 
morning greeting with the next group. Then, dismiss. 

 

https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/own-your-power?s=Channel&t=Empower%20Tools&sid=22&cs=empower-tools
https://open.spotify.com/track/7oqftogUN82Q7VNy2TmTJW?si=DsIQW7W5Qw-AoF1Zh0uYXg
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GSYn_SrlsV8VbrPC8_IAhzWqoyHDaSN_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15M-DV2Up385i0iQ0UlmtjfhzSliSz7Ky/view?usp=sharing

